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I.     INTRODUCTION 

Data performs vital role in any 

organization and it must be kept 

confidential. Image data, text data, audio, 

video etc are commonly known data 

formats. The proposed work discusses 

preserving image data. Hiding and 

compressing images are very challenging 

tasks. To change the appearance of 

original image, the image contents are 

hided or folded.   For huge amount of 

image data reduction of image size is more 

important. By reducing large size of 

image, it can be easily transmitted without 

any delay on transmission.  Noting that, 

the folding process can reduce the size 

(dimension) of image object but the weight 

of the object cannot be reduced.  

 Image folding techniques are 

implemented for both size reduction and 

image hiding. By image folding, an image 

is blended on its own segments. Each 

segment is folded using arithmetic 

operations on the pixels of segments. By 

image folding the dimension of the 

original image is reduced and also become 

more complex to identify the original 

image. That is, the original image is hiding 

in the final folding segment. 

 

II. RELATED WORK  

Suresh Yerva, Smita Nair, Krishnan 

Kutty , ”Lossless Image Compression 

based on Data Folding”[1] have presented 

a methodology for lossless image 

compression in the spatial area for 

ceaseless tone images utilizing a novel 

idea of image folding. The proposed 

strategy has utilized the property of nearby 

neighbor redundancy for forecast. In this 

technique, column folding pursued by row 

folding is applied iteratively on the image 

until the image size diminishes to a littler 

pre-defined esteem. For column folding, 

components of even columns are 

subtracted from components of odd 

columns. After that, row folding is 

connected to odd columns along these 

lines. In row folding, even rows are 

subtracted from odd rows and the resultant 

odd rows are utilized for the following 

cycle. The distinct information, in this 
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manner acquired, is put in a tile format; 

which alongside the diminished image is 

encoded and transmitted. The proposed 

technique is contrasted and the current 

standard lossless image compression 

procedures and the outcomes show 

comparative performance. 

 B Lakshmmi Narayana Reddy, 

Praneel Kumar Peruru, D Maruthi 

Kumar," Inter Image Element Loss Less 

Image Compression with Delimiter and 

Folding"[2] have attempted to discover 

and evacuate repetition inside pixel 

component dependent on component 

excess by separating image component 

into individual digits. The rehashed 

individual digits of image components are 

folded into a triplet and consolidated. At 

last, high compresion rates accomplished 

through entropy coding. 

 Bin Zhu, Mitchell D. Swanson, and 

Ahmed H. Tewfik, “IMAGE CODING BY 

FOLDING” have implemented an image 

coding procedures utilizing information 

concealing strategies to fold an image into 

itself[3]. Here an image is split into two 

pieces of equivalent size; a host image and 

a remaining image. The remaining image 

is compressed into a bit stream and after 

that inserted into the host image. The host 

image, which is half of the size of the 

original image, is coded utilizing standard 

compression procedures. The embedded 

data does not expand the bit pace of the 

coded image. Thus, one may code just half 

pixels of the original image and still have 

flawless reproduction. 

III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 

 Images are folded by mixing the 

segments of the image. The segments are 

mixed by performing arithmetic operations 

on the pixel values of the segments. Here, 

arithmetic addition and subtraction 

operations are performed for mixing the 

segments. The mathematical operations 

perform on pixels without any lose of 

values.   

In this folding mechanism the input 

image is hiding in a small portion of the 

image which implies reducing the size of 

the image. The work has hiding input 

image perfectly by folding each segment 

on first segment twice. This folding 

process may be done on any one of the 

segments.  When minus operation is done 

between the segments there is a possibility 

of negative pixel values in the result. For 

such cases, absolute values are taken for 

folding the segments. In the reverse 

process, a key is used to return negative 

values. When plus operation is done, there 

is a possibility of pixel values greater than 

255. Here, all values above 255 are 

replaced by zeros and a key is maintained 

for such replacement to return original 

values in the reverse process.  The process 

of dividing images can be continued to a 

number of times till the size of image is 

considerably small. 

 

So without any doubt we can say that 

the mathematical procedures used for 

mixing the segments unmistakably folding 

the image and also extract the input image 

from the folded image without lose of any 

quality.  

Fig 1: Flow of Proposed Method 

 
A. Working Principle 

  

 Consider an input image 

 Divide the input image into four    

segments 

 

 
 

 Then fold segments A2, A3, and A4 

on the first segment by mixing pixels 

and performing arithmetic minus 

operation between the pixels. 
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 Then again divide the folded image 

into four segments. 

 

 

 
 

 Again fold each segment towards the 

first segment by performing minus     

operation between the pixels. 

 

 

 

 Again split the folded image into two 

segments 

 

 

 Perform arithmetic plus operation 

between the pixels of a1 and a2. 

 

 

 

 

 The final folded segment contains the 

whole reduced image. That is, the 

input image is folded two times and 

again arithmetic operation is 

performed. 
 

 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 

Fig1:  Split the image into four segments 

 

 

Fig2: Folding three segments on first segment 

 

 

    Fig3: Division of folded image into four segments 

 

 

Fig4:  Folding three segments on the first segment  
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Fig5: Splitting folded image into two segments 

 

 

Fig6: Fold second segment on the first segment 

 

The Fig6 has shown the final folded 

image. That is, the input image is folded 

towards a small segment of the image 

which has reduced the dimension of image 

to a small size.  In the example, an image 

of size 1000x667 is considered for process 

and the resultant image has produced the 

dimension 125x187. 

 

 

             Fig7.  Original image folded image 

 

The original image is folded into a small 

segment by reducing the size of the image. 

The above results show that the original 

image unmistakably folded to carry out the 

task of compression and the content of the 

image is concealed by this optimizing 

folding mechanism.  
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